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CRASSULA
THE GREAT PITCH WINNER

FinTech and Banking and Legal

Software platform for building White Label FinTech solutions.

Estonia

SKRIWARE
THE GREAT PITCH FINALIST

3D Printing; Consumer Electronics; Education

Skriware provides home and school-suited 3D printing educational ecosystem developing STEAM fields’ skills including robotics, programming, and design via a hands-on approach.

Poland

TINDECO FINANCIAL SERVICES
AG
THE GREAT PITCH FINALIST

Big Data and Analytics; FinTech and Banking

While robo-advisers have scaled a small subset of traditional asset management products Tindeco is scaling the management of the entire set of traditional and alternative

Switzerland

and Legal

investments and offering new, sophisticated customised investment products.

PEKAT VISION
THE GREAT PITCH FINALIST

AI and Robotics; Image and Face recognition

Industrial visual inspection with AI

Czech Republic

CHIPOLO
THE GREAT PITCH FINALIST

Gadgets and Wearables; IoT/IoE and Sensors

Chipolo, d.o.o.. is an innovative multinational technology company, recognized as one of the leading brands on the Bluetooth tracker market. With Chipolo smart devices people can

Slovenia

connect their belongings to the Chipolo app and from there on into a global community that is also open to external business partners and their products. Present in more than 200
countries and growing rapidly, the company is revolutionizing the way people look for their misplaced and lost belongings.

INVESTSUITE
THE GREAT PITCH FINALIST

FinTech and Banking and Legal

VR.MEDIA

Advertising and Marketing; Augmented Reality

VR.media provides complex services palette for companies, corporations and public institutions on the field of hardware and software with emphasis on mobile applications, virtual

/ VR; Gaming

and augmented reality and multimedia presentations.

3D Printing; AI and Robotics; IoT/IoE and

Turtle Rover is a RaspberryPi of robotics. It's a robotics enabler allowing everybody to step into the world of Mars Rover-style robots.

Poland

Realtime marketing service with abilities to bundle products and generate leads. Uniques pay per transaction model and data analytics.

Poland

Art and Design; Recruitment and Jobs; Waste

Flrymarco Cooperative is a cooperative that is organized by almost 30 Youth Artists and individual founders all over the world. We support them make their own brands and

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Management and Recycling

exchange their idea to develop.

Augmented Reality / VR; Construction and Civil

Tunnelware is a VaaS (Virtuality as a Service) for tunnel construction industry to manage the construction process while managing the data generated by various sensors and human

Engineering

interaction.

Education; Sports and Quantified Self and

Passioners is the platform to discover and book the best activities for kids and teenagers in Poland.

Poland

Advertising and Marketing; Food and

Kwaita is the first Social - Food - network. Kwaita is the all in one marketing solution for restaurant owner to get the next step in the digitalization and the best Foodguide for good

Netherlands

Beverages; Social Networking

food lovers!

KELL IDEAS SP. Z O.O.

A B2B robo advisor with a groundbreaking algorithm and a true back end integration vision, built by ‘bankers for bankers’ and with a very strong design and machine learning team.

Belgium

We believe that the age of “Robo 2.0” will be ushered in by our product
Poland

Sensors

BEHAVEE / HUMAINN

Advertising and Marketing; Big Data and
Analytics; Consumer / E-Commerce

FLRYMARCO COOPERATIVE

DIGITAL TWIN

PASSIONERS

Germany

Recreation

KWAITA
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ELCARD SP. Z O.O.

Health and MedTech

Elcard is an innovative technology company operating in the Mobile Health sector. Elcard has found a solution combining the professional grade ECG devices for remote

Poland

medical diagnostics with an affordable price for the patient. The patient's’ heart is monitored both during rest and movement (walking, running, cycling) and also during sleep or
unconsciousness. Elcard wants to become a global leader in the field of inexpensive and at the same time fully professional, remote medical diagnosis and patient care. The passion,
knowledge and experience of the team and their sense of mission to help people with their health problems is the driving force of the company.

INKDOME

AI and Robotics; Art and Design; Augmented

Inkdome is the platform that connects users and tattooists. Our vision is to become the biggest virtual tattoo studio in the world: a network of high-quality artists for a flawless

Reality / VR; Image and Face recognition;

tattoo

Italy

Media and Communications

PROFTI

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics;

http://www.profti.com

Poland

www.checkphoto.eu ; www.checkgis.com

Czech Republic

AI and Robotics; Business and Productivity

PROA Technology rents and customizes virtual workforce (so-called “bots”) which improve the quality and reduce costs of running business processes. Using our own RPA platform

Poland

Services; FinTech and Banking and Legal

and specialist know-how we are able to fully robotize business processes.

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics;

Www.actuals.io helps forward-thinking companies to prove their digitally-driven revenue is 100% accurate and complete by independently measuring every occurence of a digital

FinTech and Banking and Legal

transaction for real-time revenue validation and assurance purposes.

Big Data and Analytics; FinTech and Banking

Network Monitoring, Cyber Security & Big Data Analytics converged solution for Enterprises. Complete Big Data Solution on the cloud.

United Kingdom

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics;

CalenDays is a All-in-one productivity system, powered by AI. The ultimate task manager, time tracking and organising App. Featured Smart calendar, Mind map editor, Team and

Latvia

Business and Productivity Services

Billing control with Reports and Personal assistant powered by AI.

Big Data and Analytics; Health and MedTech;

Cardiomo provides wearable remote cardiac monitoring with AI engine to deliver real-time, actionable insights to enable early warning for heart diseases.

United States

Severenity is the first mobile platform for playing quests in your city using geolocation and augmented reality. Fitness for you mind and body.

Ukraine

Augmented Reality / VR; Consumer

Since 2015 we are developing a sport training solution in virtual reality compatible with any exercise bike, elliptical machine or smart turbo trainers. We propose a solution for gyms

Poland

Electronics; Sports and Quantified Self and

and home use.

Business and Productivity Services

CHECKTERRA S.R.O.

Construction and Civil Engineering; Energy;
Waste Management and Recycling

PROA TECHNOLOGY

ACTUALS.IO

RELATE DATA

Netherlands

and Legal; Telecommunication

CALENDAYS

CARDIOMO CARE, INC.

IoT/IoE and Sensors

SEVERENITY

Augmented Reality / VR; Geolocation; Social
Networking

PERFORM VR

Recreation

ABSOLUTE ZERO APS

Augmented Reality / VR; Cloud; IoT/IoE and

Absolute Zero is a technology and IT infrastructure provider for professional 360° media productions. 360° cameras | 360° drones | cloud-based Saas | 360° content marketplace

Denmark

Stktk is an IoT/SaaS beverage stock control solution for bars and restaurants, which helps entrepreneurs to reduce employment costs, cut losses and improve business control.

Poland

Sensors

STKTK

Business and Productivity Services; Food and
Beverages; IoT/IoE and Sensors
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STEPUP AIR

Gadgets and Wearables; IoT/IoE and Sensors;

StepUp Air is a sports wearable improving training efficiency by up to 20% by monitoring breathing - the fastest body response to the effort. It combines both hardware (a connected

Denmark

Sports and Quantified Self and Recreation

garment) and software (a multiplatform app and cloud).

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics; Health

Let's face it Finding medical help for your sick child, in the middle of the night, can be a real nightmare. Well, there's an answer. We are using machine learning and AI to make

and MedTech

pediatrician healthcare more accessible and affordable for every person.

Consumer / E-Commerce; Food and Beverages

Quicktap is an innovative solution for the restaurant market. We offer an application which provides a "virtual waiter" service. The "virtual waiter" simplifies process of ordering

BABYDOC24

QUICKTAP

Poland

Poland

products/items from a restaurant's menu. It brings ordering down to a simple click saving time of a waiters and customers, who won't have to wait long for their orders. Shortening
both ordering and waiting time will result in getting more orders.

TAKETASK

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics;

At TakeTask, we aim to provide companies which have a dispersed and out of desk labor force with a single task management application for both employees and external

Business and Productivity Services;

communities. We also provide access to external labor force.

Poland

Geolocation; Image and Face recognition;
Recruitment and Jobs; Sharing economy and
Social sharing

SENTISQUARE

BOND FLARE

LA VIDA LOCA PRODUCTIONS

ECOMATE

Big Data and Analytics; Language Recognition

We are specialists at text analyses, so we can process any amount of text available in a digital form. Using our own language independent state-of-the-art semantic engine, we

Czech Republic

and Translation

extract main opinions and keywords from texts.

Advertising and Marketing; Sharing economy

Offline social network for instant networking in real-life combined with mar-tech tool for independent gastronomy owners with direct CPA. We created the system to promote

and Social sharing; Social Networking

independent offline customers with cost per acquisition method.

Augmented Reality / VR; Gaming; Music and

TV production company developing upcoming series and video game “MAN VS MONSTERS”, embracing innovative new distribution model - independently releasing all content via

Entertainment

mobile app. Watch, engage, interact in a cohesive digital environment.

Business and Productivity Services;

Sustainability algorithm that guides small medium companies to economic growth, while generating a positive social and environmental impact.

Italy

http://www.ivolve3d.pl

Poland

Big Data and Analytics; Business and

OROCON is a cloud-based site management solution that brings together key features to organize complex site management where all information is stored and displayed in one-

Latvia

Productivity Services; Construction and Civil

central system.

Poland

United States

GreenTech; Smart Homes/Cities

IVOLVE

Augmented Reality / VR; Health and MedTech;
IoT/IoE and Sensors

OROCON

Engineering

RDOT AB

PLACEME

CleanTech; Gadgets and Wearables; IoT/IoE

rdot displays is a Swedish incorporated company. We are providing a cost-efficient and low-powered printed display technology for IoT, sensors, packaging, disposables, medical

and Sensors

technology, electronic shelf labels, consumer electronics, and much more.

Big Data and Analytics; Geolocation

Placeme is geonalytical online application (SaaS), that helps inviduals and companies by delivering insights about location and leveraging machine learning to assist in decision

Sweden

Poland

making.
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COSMOZOO

Biotechnology and Pharmaceuticals;

Platform for pet owners, veterinary doctors and any businesses related to pets. Schedule visit to pet clinic, telemedicine, automation of business processes and predictive medicine.

Poland

GreenTech; Health and MedTech

FRAGMENTS

Consumer / E-Commerce

Decentralized micro-tasks platform where people can earn crypto on their smartphones by completing simple micro-tasks.

Czech Republic

ZŁAP NAGRODY

Advertising and Marketing; Business

Złap Nagrody - is a web platform with a dedicated mobile application, allowing you to quickly register in competitions and lotteries organized by producers of products and services,

Poland

and Productivity Services; Music and

such as Coca-Cola, Lay's, Tymbark and many others.

Entertainment

VIRGIN TEEZ

Art and Design; Clothing; Consumer /

Virgin Teez is a marketplace, instantly connecting online merchants to major print on demand & drop shipping manufacturers worldwide.

Pakistan

E-Commerce

LEANXCALE

Big Data and Analytics; Cloud

LeanXcale makes an ultra-scalable SQL database with both operational and analytical capabilities deployable on the cloud and on premise

Spain

FUTUR.BIKE KIT LLC

CleanTech; GreenTech; Transportation

Eczo is platform (electronics, motor, software, open-source protocol) for LEV development. We provide people with green cost-effective personal transport for work and leisure and

Russian Federation

ease car to LEV substitution for better health, ecology and mobility.

ELECTROMOTO UKRAINE

GreenTech; Transportation

Development and prosuction of electric motorcycles - for customers and commercial services

Ukraine

ICHORLABS

Biotechnology and Pharmaceuticals; Life

IchorLabs is a biotechnology company with the primary focus to improve current non-invasive diagnostic tests in the areas of oncology, prenatal diagnostics and infectious diseases.

Slovenia

Food and Beverages; Recruitment and Jobs;

Everything begins with a handshake. And we simply help people to get there as quickly as possible - at conferences and outside of the conference environment as well.

Czech Republic

Social Networking

#TextLessTalkMore

Art and Design; Business and Productivity

Educational, Collaboration, Networking platform helping creative individuals/groups gain necessary skills to turn their ideas into profitable businesses, as well as providing

Services; Education

assistance and consulting services to develop further.

Biotechnology and Pharmaceuticals;

Neo-Vinci is a startup operating in the pharmaceutical and medical industry. We successfully combine business with science through medico-marketing projects. We educate and

Education; Health and MedTech

educate through a multi-tool way of transferring knowledge.

FXMANAGO

Business and Productivity Services

We create a SaaS platform to simplify currency and cross-border margin management for SMEs.

Poland

HELFIO

Health and MedTech

Helfio is a platform that is designed to take care of your health as well as the health of your relatives.

Poland

WORKINLOT

Business and Productivity Services; Education;

Workinlot is a fully digital and scalable collaboration and experience platform designed for entrepreneurship and innovation.

Turkey

The platform on the principle of as znanylekarz.pl but for personal trainers as b2b clients and for the community that is looking for trainers and advice on health, diet and sport. A

Poland

Sciences

IMPROMPTME LTD.

HONOID

NEO-VINCI SP. Z O.O.

Georgia

Poland

Social Networking

SALESMANAGO LTD

Sports and Quantified Self and Recreation

platform that uses facebook connect to quickly build community.
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SYMU.CO

Advertising and Marketing; Art and Design;

Symu.co is an online tool for webdesigners. Present your design in a professional way. Upload project, Get feedback from client, Manage your work in one place!

Poland

Cryptlatteral’s vision is to make cryptocurrency markets more liquid by providing infrastructure investors and cryptocurrency exchanges to margin trade via collateralized lending

Germany

Business and Productivity Services

CRYPTLATTERAL

FinTech and Banking and Legal

and borrowing contracts on the blockchain.

MORBAX HR

MOTABI

AI and Robotics; Business and Productivity

Morbax HR - Digital Talent Management Platform. automated candidate sourcing and shortlisting the best-matched and evaluated candidates to HR representative within one

Services; Recruitment and Jobs

minute after a request, ensuring future hires match the company’s and employees

Big Data and Analytics

Motabi is an innovative modern technology company, which offers the most intuitive and useful management dashboard on the market. Our mission is delivering a solutions for

Ukraine

Poland

managers to make business more efficient.

PIPELINE ERP

Business and Productivity Services

We are building a SaaS that would work as an ERP tool for small and medium crafting companies and allow them to grow.

Poland

ELECTRIFY NETWORK

IoT/ IoE and Sensors/ Fintech and Banking and

We a green tech startup that harnesses the power of IoT, Blockchain and IA technologies to revolutionize the energy sector: Not only can people invest in profitable clean and green

France

Legal

energy but they can also produce and spread it worldwide

Art and Design; Augmented Reality / VR;

Make furnishing simple and fun!

Latvia

Augmented Reality / VR; Image and Face

Actum Lab is IT company specialized in AR and Computer Vision technology. We are implementing AR solutions as on-premise deployments, we are offering our own AR solutions in

Poland

recognition

SaaS model, we are offering nearshore services for other AR/VR companies.

Augmented Reality / VR; Geolocation; Travel

SmartGuide turns every phone into a private guide. We are disrupting travel with a global platform that allows anyone to easily publish augmented reality audioguides. We already

FURNNY

Business and Productivity Services; Furniture;
Smart Homes/Cities

ACTUM LAB

SMARTGUIDE

Czech Republic

have major attractions on board and customers love it.

MEDIGOO OY INC.

Health and MedTech

Medigoo Oy Inc is producing medical self-tests and providing free online medical information to consumers.

Finland

VERIFEYE SIA

FinTech and Banking and Legal; Image and

Verifeye provides online identification verification for financial services companies that is fully GDPR/AML/KYC compliant. The entire verification process takes less than 2 minutes.

Latvia

Big Data and Analytics; Cloud; IoT/IoE and

Our vision of business includes a strong analysis of data as KPIs using data collected with the help of the newest RFID , NFC or temperature sensors through mobile applications to

Poland

Sensors

provide reports on per request.

IRATEN SOLUTIONS - ORIDADE

Big Data and Analytics; Cloud

We help companies turn their Big Data into Smart Data with machine learning

France

PARKALOT

Business and Productivity Services;

Our app is a web-based solution for parking management. We provide companies with a parking-dedicated communication channel & a set of tools to ensure fair & efficient usage

Poland

Transportation

of their parking lots. No need for any hardware or devs to implement it.

Face recognition

WISDOM CONSULTING
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WEDDING FASHION

Accessories and Jewelry; Art and Design;

Platform - Marketplace B2B, B2C, C2C and sharing economy. A completely new look at the B2B sector and distribution.

Poland

Social Networking; Sports and Quantified Self

Ballsquad is a Sport Venues Booking, Management and Event Building application, which acts as marketplace between sport venue providers and sport enthusiasts. Ballsquad solves

Poland

and Recreation

the issue of disorganized and obsolete current sport venue booking methods

Real Estate

Rentier is a SaaS solution for real estate investors and mortgage / investment advisors which allows investment valuation of any real estate offer in seconds and notifies its users

Clothing; Consumer / E-Commerce; Sharing
economy and Social sharing

BS GROUP SP. Z.O.O.

RENTIER.IO

Poland

when offers meeting specified criteria become available.

FOODIN

ZWERYFIKUJFIRMĘ.PL

Food and Beverages; Health and MedTech;

Foodin is a smart grocery assistant that takes care of nutrition, food and food waste. It enables careless living where users will have to only select meals in order to get groceries

Social Networking

delivered from the local supermarket.

FinTech and Banking and Legal

Automatic analysis of financial data from SAF-T files (Jednolite Pliki Kontrolne) used in product for financial institutions eg. bank, leasing, factoring (product is being tested by PKO

United Kingdom

Poland

BP), for entrepreneurs (in progress), for statutory auditors.

SLOW YOUR LIFE

WAYWER SP. Z O.O.

Agriculture; Consumer / E-Commerce; Food

Our company is dedicated to connect small local manufatures which produce natural, healthy, ecological food and cosmetics with people who are interested in healthy life style. We

Poland

and Beverages

offer dedicated packages of product directly from manufactures

Advertising and Marketing; Education;

Personalized, interactive video communication platform for sales, marketing and HR teams

Poland

Recruitment and Jobs

TOPFIST.COM

Consumer / E-Commerce; Education; Gaming

TOPFIST.COM is world's 1st global marketplace for finding and hiring top players to play, learn or interact with them.

Poland

MOTIONTAG

Big Data and Analytics; Transportation; Travel

MotionTag creates value from motion data under a software license for use cases like market research, be-in/be-out smartphone ticketing, smart travel assistance and location and

Germany

context-sensitive marketing as well as green reward programmes.

FINDBUG

Security and Defense; Social Networking

Are you looking for strangest community 'the hackers' for your business, FindBUG.io has the most trusted Hackers Community on the world. And they are willing to support your

Kosovo

business, to provide ultimate security for your products.

STARTUP LOOK

MEETHELOCAL

Advertising and Marketing; Clothing; Social

Startup Look is a Market place for, to the start-ups, for the start-ups and by the start-ups. Startup Look's upcoming products are Startup Look Magazine, Startup Look Co-working

Networking

Space and Startup look App for Startups and Students.

Social Networking; Travel

Mobile application that will enable non local people to meet local people who will be able to help them in various problems, such as opening bank account, buying sim card etc. We

Germany

Poland

are planning to launch in September 2018

E.W.O. ENERGIE TECHNOLOGIE
GMBH

CleanTech; Energy; GreenTech

OPPORTUMEETY

Sharing economy and Social sharing; Social

Social web platform to meet people while they're on the move on public transport, in waiting areas or acros cities. We are building a platform to build bridges between people,

Networking; Travel

communities and ecosystems while they are traveling around the world.

We want to create an industrial model of equipment that can receive electricity during the transformation the kinetic energy of the rotation of the planet Earth. For us, this means

Germany

the completion of many years of research and experiments.
Poland
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WELLIFY

Big Data and Analytics; Gaming; Health and

Wellify is an innovative, multi-layer, on-demand, B2B solution for habit change and a one-stop-shop for employees’ wellbeing.

Poland

FastBuy, AI powered self-checkout platform, grocery shopping assistant

United States

MedTech

FASTBUY

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics; Image
and Face recognition

2EVENT

Social Networking; Transportation; Travel

2Event- a powerful online platform for selling tickets, travelmates and so on.

Poland

HANDYSHOWER

Gadgets and Wearables; Health and MedTech;

HandyShower: a 3-in-1 personal hygiene system that can function as a faucet, a bidet, or a shower. The device is equipped with a patented-self closing valve which facilitates water

Poland

Sports and Quantified Self and Recreation

conservation. The whole kit fits in a small sachet .

AI and Robotics; Business and Productivity

Edward - A.I. powered sales team assistant

Poland

Advertising and Marketing; Big Data and

Clubber is an exclusive product, addressed to music clubs (not only, we are flexible) and their customers. Main feature of our application is to connect the customers with clubs and

Poland

Analytics; FinTech and Banking and Legal;

clubs with customers. Owners and managers can advertise their events

EDWARD.AI

Services

CLUBBER

Geolocation; Media and Communications;
Music and Entertainment; Social Networking

BLOCKCHAIN CAPTAIN

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics;

Service of robot trading based on the technology of machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI), offering users of crypto trading platforms to gain passive stable income.

Russian Federation

Our mission is to develop technology allowing to utilise flare-gases to generate electricity for crypto-mining operations, humanitary aid and governmants. Future of Smart

Poland

FinTech and Banking and Legal

COGENERO BLOCKCHAIN
SOLUTIONS LTD

Energy; Waste Management and Recycling

RENT AND LEND SPÓŁKA Z O. O.

Consumer / E-Commerce; Geolocation;

Rent and lend is an automated marketplace for C2C items renting. Our competitive advantage is established on automated offer creation (done by one-click) and geolocation based

Sharing economy and Social sharing

matching system, which provides tailored offers nearest to our location.

Business and Productivity Services

We have two products: sales force automation system (SFA) and advanced gamification platform for sales people and call center employees. We provide them in SaaS model. We

COMPANION SP. Z O.O.

Decentralized Blockchain Infrastructure placement directly at energy source.
Poland

Poland

can gamify any process that generates data, which can be KPI's.

FLY & PAY

Aerospace; FinTech and Banking and Legal;

FLy & Pay is mobile payment system for in-flight payments. It utilises encrypted tokens and QR technologies. No WiFi/Gprs is required. Fly & Pay target market is: Airlines, Ferry

Poland

Travel

operators, voucher operators (any).

WINDALLY

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics; Energy

WindAlly is a software that gathers and analyses the data produced by wind turbines, ultimately decreasing the cost of wind farm O&M by at least 30%.

Poland

FINDGET JOBS

Recruitment and Jobs

FindGet Jobs is a unique, geolocation based application for matching jobseekers with the best matching opportunities around and is the first step towards blockchain based

Lithuania

platform for recruitment area.

FINANCIE.ONLINE SK S.R.O.

FinTech and Banking and Legal

We are building the next gen digital financial assistant that will look after your finances 24/7. We already got thousands of users and coverage from both national and local

Poland

newspaper and television.
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DEALI.IO

Advertising and Marketing; AI and Robotics;

Deali is a blockchain powered, decentralized incentives platform to cooperate and monetize information.

Poland

Consumer / E-Commerce

ASKBERRY.PL SP. Z O.O.

Consumer / E-Commerce

Askberry.pl is a marketplace platform that connects clients with local service providers using new solutions.

Poland

TRAVPACK

Transportation

In the world of filled market - full of transport companies, there is a lack of the smartphone tool, that can fully meet the needs of both small delivery companies and customers, that

Poland

will automate the communication and delivery time within the city.

SMARTPAY

FinTech and Banking and Legal

SMART.PAY is payment service for Merchants allowing them not only accept innovative hands free payments, driving Customer loyalty on the new level, but also generate new leads

Netherlands

with proximity marketing campaigns.

STICNGO

HURTUM

NANO UBEZPIECZENIA SP. Z O.O.

Advertising and Marketing; Consumer /

SticnGo provides a tool for creating unprecedented outdoor marketing campaigns using the power and reach of the Internet. The campaigns we organize definitely stand out from

Poland

E-Commerce; Transportation

the existing offer available on the outdoor marketing market.

Big Data and Analytics; Consumer /

HURTUM - e-commerce trading marketplace as trusted way for business entities on FMCG market to find and transact with each other online. Many buyers close deals in one place

E-Commerce; Food and Beverages

with many sellers based on location-specific and product-driven offers.

Automotive; Geolocation; Transportation;

Prepaid Insurance excess cover with mobile car bodywork repair service and easy to use online reporting platform.

Poland

Clothing; Geolocation; Social Networking;

tatra.life is a service where participants can upload GPX files, track mountain activity, share results and compete with othes in several types of challenges. The service is focused on

Poland

Sports and Quantified Self and Recreation;

mountaineers only an in this phase only on Tatra mountains.

Poland

Travel

TATRA.LIFE

Travel

ENCRUXO(SMART-LIFE)

Agriculture; CleanTech; Cloud; IoT/IoE and

Encruxo is a smart home and industry solution provider. We offer eco-friendly and intelligent building automation,so you can reduce your energy costs. At Encruxo, we believe that

Sensors; Real Estate; Smart Homes/Cities;

smart technology cannot be expensive or harm our environment.

United Kingdom

Transportation

HYPER POLAND

Energy; GreenTech; Transportation

Hyper Poland develops Hyperloop inspired propulsion and suspension systems for pods and infrastructure –essential modules of an ultra-fast, safe and on-demand mode of

Poland

transportation that will revolutionize the way goods are transported.

DATAPAX

AI and Robotics; Business and Productivity

To achieve efficient production and distribution systems we provide analytics focused on organizational and technological improvements delivered to manufacturers by unique

Services; Sharing economy and Social sharing

platform which connects hundreds of industrial automation specialists.

FEDARIS GUMEROV CO.

Advertising and Marketing; Social Networking

This digital is intended for professionals, fans, Entrepreneurs who need objective information and like-minded people .

Russian Federation

4LF INNOVATIONS LTD.

AI and Robotics; Biotechnology and

4LF is a company founded for commercialising science and trading intelectual properties. We invent, design, prototype, approve, implement and sell innovative technologies/

Poland

Pharmaceuticals; Life Sciences

services in the area of life science. We created our own design thinking - ACE.

Big Data & Analytics

CertChain is a blockchain one-stop-shop platform, where we connect all certification players in one ecosystem

CERTCHAIN

Poland

Belarus
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SMART PLANTS

AI and Robotics; CleanTech; Cloud

We use AI technology to lower emissions from industry sectors which stand responsible for more than two thirds of global CO2 emissions, while also helping our customers to

Norway

reduce their expenses and increase overall efficiency.

INNOVABNB.COM

IoT/IoE and Sensors; Smart Homes/Cities

InnovaBNB.com is IoT+SaaS project for rental market. It digitalizes the process of renting 2 millions flats. We offer set of connected services for apartment owners, using technology

Poland

to increase profits and reduce costs.

HUSHME INC.

Consumer Electronics; Gadgets and Wearables

Hushme is a personal acoustic device that protects speech privacy and reduces noise pollution when speaking on the phone in open space environment.

Ukraine

MMR SP. Z O.O.

Life Sciences

Our product is a handheld device that enables laboratory employee to simultaneously take exactly 96 tips from the large package and place them in the box, so our device is

Poland

approximately 10 times faster and therefore more effective.

SENSFIX, INC.

W3A.PL SP. Z O.O.

Big Data and Analytics; IoT/IoE and Sensors;

smart-workflow SaaS for Repair & Maintenance of assets that integrates the IoT predictive Intelligence directly into workflow and automates decision-making between all stake-

Smart Homes/Cities

holders - owners, managers of the assets and the service personnel.

Advertising and Marketing; AI and Robotics;

We develop emotion analytics tools for media monitoring, bots, advertising, social and financial data (ads, interviews, talks, analysis). We add real emotions to artificial intelligence.

Big Data and Analytics; FinTech and Banking

Be believe that emotions are the missing element on the web.

United States

Poland

and Legal; Media and Communications;
Recruitment and Jobs; Social Networking

XPERIENCEPOLAND.COM

Travel

We are a travel hybrid company - mix of direct tour operator and travel marketplace. For now operating in Poland and gaining experience to establish presence as Xperience Travel

Poland

project in the area of the entire Europe.

EKRAN SYSTEM POLSKA

Security and Defense

Ekran System is a universal insider threat protection solution to help with the employee monitoring, third-party service provider control and regulation compliance. Ekran System is

Poland

insider threat protection software for businesses of all sizes.

ABACASXCHANGE INC

Big Data and Analytics; FinTech and Banking

AbacasXchange is a first of its kind hybrid DEX leveraging the blockchain and tokenization that allows direct exchange access to clients who can trade asset for asset directly. Imagine

United States

and Legal

trading GOOG to BTC in a single txn. Any Asset Anywhere Anytime.

KICK LEADERSHIP NETWORK

Business and Productivity Services; Education

Kick Leadership Network is about cultivating and developing the leadership in people, training them to become who they really are. Helping people to startup their business.

Ghana

FLY PAYMENT SERVICES

FinTech and Banking and Legal

We are developing a mobile first payment service that would replace cash (coins and notes) in transactions taking place in real life situations such as at local marketplaces,

Latvia

shops, and transferring money between friends. The goal of our work together with credit institutions and regulators is to create a substitute for cash in terms of universality and
convenience. Recent changes in the payment regulation, i.e. Payment Services Directive 2, have enabled us to directly access clients’ bank account information and thus enabled
for us to work on development of a mobile-to-mobile payment service, by bypassing some of the middle-men. Banks and regulators have long developed their infrastructure and
systems, to which we would now have access to build and provide seamless cash-less transactions in real life.

CLINICHUNTER SP. Z O.O.

Health and MedTech

ClinicHunter is an online platform that connects patients with medical clinics abroad.

Poland

MERCHEO

Business and Productivity Services

Mercheo is an all-in-one solution for cross-border multichannel e-commerce. It includes order management, invoicing, fulfillment, warehouse management and reporting, with a

Poland

special focus on international marketplaces. We help SME companies expand their businesses abroad.
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PLATEWITHMATE

Food and Beverages; Social Networking; Travel

PlateWithMate is a perfect solution for people who love new experience… together with the great company. You will never have to eat alone with our app. People to dine with and

Poland

local places with terrific food are just a few taps away.

AIRMILO TRAVEL SOLUTIONS
LTD

Big Data and Analytics; Travel

Book and manage all your business travel in one place (including frequent flier trip optimisation).

Poland

COLLECTIVE EQUITY OWNERSHIP

FinTech and Banking and Legal

Collective Equity Ownership allows shareholders of private companies to diversify their shares without giving up ownership.

United Kingdom

ISEEYOU

Security and Defense

Social platform helping each other in case of emergency - lost, theft. Actually - this is not just a perfect idea and app - this is people. And for people. We do believe that before

Poland

success must be goodness.

GLOBAL QUANTUM

CleanTech; Energy; GreenTech

High efficiency electrode-hydrogen boiler for a single-family houses combining the function of an electrode boiler and a gas boiler, whose fuel is HHO gas produced from water in

Poland

the electrolysis process.

AIRDURANCE

Aerospace; Agriculture; Big Data and Analytics

We are building fixed-wing drones with vertical take-off and landing capability. This is the way to useful, more automated, safer, faster and... cheaper next generation UAVs.

Poland

PW NETWORK

IoT/IoE and Sensors; Telecommunication;

XOXO WiFi is a small and easy in use mobile router, which you can put it in your pocket and enjoy private, safe and truly unlimited Internet access at nearly every place in the world -

Poland

Travel

without roaming. Perfect gadget for leisure and business travels.

Gaming

Quicksave develops games for the new chat / messaging games market. We have also created technology for building & running these games and are partnering with game studios

QUICKSAVE

Finland

that want to access the chat platform.

INSCUBE

Social Networking

INSCUBE is the world's first ALTERNATE MEDIA where YOU CAN CREATE YOUR OWN SOCIAL MEDIA!

Germany

FINO DIGITAL

Big Data and Analytics; FinTech and Banking

By combining data science with financial knowledge, we build products that simplify one’ s financial affairs. Our products give recommendations by analyzing one's bank account -

Germany

and Legal

followed by actions (e.g. switch to a cheaper mobile contract).

Augmented Reality / VR; Consumer /

Zirity provides on-line shops with try-on tools. This allows shops to sell more and decrease return rate.

Ukraine

We are building a mobile entertainment platform called \\Zest. It uses the blockchain to share IP rights with our subscribers. Our Netflix quality content is mobile-first and

United States

ZIRITY

E-Commerce; Image and Face recognition

BOMBAY SOUR FILMS LLC

Music and Entertainment

personalized through mood-based recommendations.

BLOCKPIT GMBH

Fintech and Banking and Legal

Blockpit provides a seamless, automated cryptocurrency tax reporting and portfolio monitoring platform. Users can combine all forms of cryptocurrency income for real-time tax

Austria

calculation and generate legally approved zero-knowledge tax reports.

WOLIPA TRANSPORT SERVICES
&EXPRESSDRIVE

Transportation

MÓJ MARKET SP. Z O.O. SP.K

Consumer / E-Commerce; Food and

We are an indigenous ride hailing business from Ghana with the aim of simplifying people's lives in their transportation needs at an affordable rate through the use of smart-phone

Ghana

application.
Groceries from local stores delivered within 2 hours.

Poland

Beverages; Transportation
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SUPER

Advertising and Marketing

Solidnyprawnik.com is an online catalog presenting individuals and companies offering legal services. It helps people to find a right lawyer and it helps lawyers to find new

Poland

customers. Basic account is for free.

ROYALS SP. Z O.O.

Big Data and Analytics; Gaming; Social

The Royals App is the world's first social game app in which 2% of the best players create a rarefied and elite community.

Poland

Automotive; Big Data and Analytics; Image and

Innovative way of pricing cars (current value, market residual value) based on the power of demand-side of the market and big data analytics. B2C service always for free, B2B on

Poland

Face recognition

commercial terms. Solution possibly scalable on multiple markets.

Clothing; Consumer / E-Commerce; Sharing

Want to look your best and make smart clothing choices? Create your 3D Model, find out your Body Shape, get personal Style Tips and try on Garments & Accessories in 3D Fitting

economy and Social sharing

Room. Visualize your New Look and ask for the opinion of others!

PLATOTRADE, LLC

FinTech and Banking and Legal

Free to use Saas platform for bitcoin trading with Automated Trading option based on signals for non-professional traders.

Ukraine

BOOKMEAL

Consumer / E-Commerce; Food and Beverages

Bookmeal – online food pre-ordering service for people who appreciate their time and convenience. Bookmeal gives its client an opportunity to make a reservation, pre-order their

Poland

Networking

PRICE4WHEELS

OÜ STYLEUP

Estonia

meals and waste no time waiting after arrival.

EVERLEAN UG
HAFTUNGSBESCHRÄNKT)

Automotive; Business and Productivity

everlean digitized lean management. All employees can be involved into continuous improvement. They can submit ideas for improvement, which will be made transparent,

Services

discussed and implemented.

NODEWEAVER

Business and Productivity Services; Cloud; IoT/

We turn any server or industrial computer into a self-managing cloud that never stops. Run any workload, without the need for user intervention, anywhere. Used in 220+ installs in

IoE and Sensors

IIoT, industrial control, video surveillance, municipalities.

Advertising and Marketing; Business

NEWOLDSTAMP is email signatures generator compatible with all email clients providing email signature banner campaigns, link tracking and social media sharing. We help

and Productivity Services; Media and

businesses and professionals to use their email signature as a marketing channel.

NEWOLDSTAMP

Germany

Italy

Ukraine

Communications

WOWANDERS

Social Networking; Travel

Wowanders is world's smartest travel diary and a platform for friends to share recommendations on hotels, restaurants and sights. By automating content creation we

Finland

fundamentally change the way people can share and recommend.

MEDENKA D.O.O.

Food and Beverages

Medenka - 100% natural sweet made of honey and fruit

Slovenia

SUSPIRO - PAWEŁ KARCZEWSKI

Consumer / E-Commerce

Currently working on a new project - B2B general marketplace capable of handling millions of products.

Poland

DATAFLOWY

Business and Productivity Services; Cloud;

DataFlowy is GDPR made easy. We provide data protection in a Software as a Service (SaaS) model. We simplify and move the entire process of audit, implementation and

Poland

FinTech and Banking and Legal

management of the GDPR into cloud.

Automotive; Consumer / E-Commerce; Social

GarageStore is motorcycle+parts+accessories trading platform which thanks to its unique tag system translates every classified to any language on Earth allowing it to become the

Networking

first really global trading platform on the Internet.

Automotive; Big Data and Analytics; FinTech

A car diagnostic technology that helps car owners save 57% on repair costs and track their cars through repair processes.

PROPELLERHEAD SP. Z O.O.

MENDFY

Poland

Nigeria

and Banking and Legal
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IMAGEEN.IO

AI and Robotics; FinTech and Banking and

Insurtech startup company that aims to employ Artificial Intelligence to decrease frauds and improve sales effectiveness in insurance companies.

Poland

Big Data and Analytics; Cloud; IoT/IoE and

Signicode is a technology company, based in Warsaw, Poland, whose mission is to deliver solutions for the data streaming market using our long experience in video streaming and

Poland

Sensors

large scale news services.

Advertising and Marketing; Consumer

Mytoz introduces the world’s first free smartphone loaded with free calls, messaging and free surf to its members, thus creating the most effective marketing tool ever to have

Electronics; Media and Communications;

existed.

Legal; Image and Face recognition

SIGNICODE

MYTOZ

Sweden

Telecommunication

NTP SP Z O.O.

Agriculture; CleanTech; Energy

The NTP owns the patented technology of carbonisation of the biomass and biomass waste. The main product are: the high quality biochar with variety of applications in agriculture

Poland

and as a sustinable fuel, and a big quntities of thermal enrgy.

ERPOS

Business and Productivity Services

ERPos. The easiest and most intuitive ERP system on the planet. 50+ companies using ERPos starting from February 2018 and growing!

Poland

MESHR

Media and Communications; Social

MESHR is the first business networking app to facilitate real meetings with virtual professional peers in 3 simple steps. MESHR is integrated and complements LinkedIn, where most

Poland

Networking

of us has virtual contacts, but the real value lies in direct meetings.

Music and Entertainment

Zniebaciniespadnie.pl is an innovative dating site that was created with singles in mind, which lack the company for joint exits to restaurant. It connects cool people looking for

ZNIEBACINIESPADNIE.PL

Poland

contact in the world real, not just virtual!

HUSAA

Clothing; Education; Gadgets and Wearables

My intention is to create a sport clothing for sportsmen and their fans, which is appealed to hero's of Polish history. By going this way i would like to create a strong supporters and

Poland

sportsmen family with a consciousnees of history and unite people.

IMMERDI

AI and Robotics; Augmented Reality / VR;

Medical Immersive Academy - Haptic Feedback actives your muscle memory, up to 40% efficiency boost.

Poland

WrapAd is an advertising platform connecting drivers and brands to create powerful on-vehicle advertising whilst providing marketers with an alternative marketing channel and

Bulgaria

Health and MedTech

WRAPAD

drivers with a supplemental income at no extra expense.

MR

Business and Productivity Services; Consumer

We are a Coworking platform (booking app, management app, community app) that aims to solve the integral problems of coworking spaces, while aiming to address the needs of

/ E-Commerce; Sharing economy and Social

the modern workforce on flexibility, community, network and career.

Bulgaria

sharing

SZYBKIE SKŁADKI

Big Data and Analytics; FinTech and Banking

Szybkieskladki.pl is a cloud app for hassle-free collection of sport club fees. Our vision is to simplify collection of any fees with excellent UI/UX. The product is on MVP stage and first

and Legal; Sports and Quantified Self and

customers are starting to use it in day to day operations.

Poland

Recreation

IRESPO.COM

Sharing economy and Social sharing; Social

Tokenizing polls & surveys.

Poland

Networking
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BETTERSELF

Business and Productivity Services; Health and

At BetterSelf, our mission is to empower our users with tools to experience best version of themselves, personalized to each of their dreams, desires and lifestyles. Our first product

France

MedTech; Social Networking

is a mobile application to help users to explore and experience incremental changes in their lifestyles to fulfill self-care, productivity goals. Initial target segment is young generation
addicted to the phone - social media, games etc. and are looking to incorporate more fulfilling & healthy lifestyle changes.

DODO

WARMHIVE

Big Data and Analytics; Consumer /

Same day delivery startup based in Prague, Czech Republic. Doing B2C and B2B same day delivery logistics. This year operating in four countries (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland

Czech Republic

E-Commerce; Transportation

and Hungary).

Agriculture; GreenTech; Health and MedTech;

Honeybees are dying massively worldwide. Thermotherapy for varoa mite virus treatment.

Poland

We are a hardware/software company that develops A.I solutions for visual inspection and optical metrology. In many cases, data or images coming from these methods are hard to

Poland

IoT/IoE and Sensors

QWAVE TECHNOLOGIES

interpret. Our goal is to solve this problem.

CITYNOMADI LTD

Education; Geolocation; Real Estate

Citynomadi visualises interactivity and infromation on maps. We do Cities for smart city, tourism, Buildings for IoT and indoor position, Environment for crowdsourcing, nature and

Finland

tourism and Gaming for wellbeing and education. Highly scalable.

WALKABIT LTD.

Advertising and Marketing; Travel

WalkABit is a mobile app that will let users earn crypto assets while visiting landmarks and using daily-life services like restaurants, taxis or events.

United Kingdom

GET ACHIEVE

Augmented Reality / VR; Gaming

Get Achieve: Viral and Addictive Blockchain based AR game for the Masses! Get Achieve is a mobile Augmented Reality game with a series of interactive quests in the post-

Czech Republic

apocalyptic world. Here, the player turns into a participant in the struggle for power and territory, a struggle that will build entire groups and small communities and enable you to
promote your ideology, to recreate the world or to finally destroy it. In our game, you can choose not only the roles of the Creator and Destroyer, but you can uphold neutrality or
impose both on your community and a whole game world. Our in game commerce token GAT will power the economy and introduce millions of gamers to the blockchain and crypto
community.

CARPLANNER

Automotive

Carplanner is an online automotive platform that helps users find a best new car for their needs and then enables them to either buy the car from one of the official dealer networks

Italy

or subscribe to the car monthly on a mobility-as-a-service basis.

ENUU

Automotive; CleanTech; Transportation

Enuu offers a free* mobility sharing service for the last mile using light electric vehicles (LEV).

Switzerland

COSMO TECH

Big Data and Analytics; Energy; Transportation

Cosmo Tech’s software solutions elevate investments in big data and data science to decision management and Augmented Intelligence, which together allow the creation of

France

unprecedented value by combining human and artificial intelligence.

NSFLOW SP. Z O.O.

AI and Robotics; Augmented Reality / VR; IoT/

Augmented Reality platform for Enterprises.

Poland

The peer-tutoring marketplace where students become teachers.

Spain

Advertising and Marketing; Consumer /

Driving consumer engagement and sales through interactive two-way communication. Consumers get more information and buy products presented in the video while the

Israel

E-Commerce; Education

advertisers get all analytics data of the engagement.

IoE and Sensors

SHARING ACADEMY

Education; Sharing economy and Social
sharing

RETUBE - INTERACTIVE VIDEO
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THOSE5DAYS

Health and MedTech

Those5Days.com is India’s first women hygiene/Sanitary products destination. We believe in liberating and empowering you with a world of choices to explore. Featuring multiple

India

brands and variants to cater to all sanitary requirements.

OLYMPUS SKY TECHNOLOGIES,
S.A.

IoT/IoE and Sensors; Smart Homes/Cities;

OS’s low-complexity, low-latency, high-entropy, <20KB, ultra-low power, crypto-agnostic, KMS, runs on existing network endpoints w/o requiring expensive cryptographic processing

Telecommunication

HW, easily integrating into existing NIST-certified/FIPS-compliant HSMs.

CYCLIGO

Sports and Quantified Self and Recreation;

Cycligo is the platform where cyclists can easily find cycling events worldwide and cycling event organisers can efficiently manage cycling events, save time, improve cycling events’

Travel

quality, attract more participants to events and increase revenue.

AI and Robotics; Business and Productivity

e-jobin is a digital tool designed to enable every company in the world to take an advantage of AI-driven psychological evaluation of their employees or job applicants without

Services; Recruitment and Jobs

barriers

Advertising and Marketing; Consumer /

All-in-One Feedback & CRO that replaces 8 other solutions. One Provider - 8 Solutions = One Contract

Austria

Business and Productivity Services; Real

Duer connects individuals and businesses looking for household and commercial property services with top-rated, pre-screened independent service professionals (such as

Poland

Estate; Recruitment and Jobs

electricians, plumbers, handymen).

Social Networking; Sports and Quantified Self

Slack-like platform for local-sport communities with matchmaking (event organizers, businesses and athletes). We offer also marketplace for amateur sport businesses. We are

and Recreation

considering to issue internal crypto currency.

Advertising and Marketing; Consumer /

Advanced Virtual Internet Technologies - AVIRINT, domains, hosting, web development, web programming and web application development.

United Kingdom

https://www.linkedin.com/company/iott-innovations

United Kingdom

Procurence is all about suppliers and improving communication in the supply chain - we support procurement and quality departments to improve supplier performance and lower

Poland

E-JOBIN

SESSIONLY

United States

Lithuania

Czech Republic

E-Commerce

DUER

PSYBALL

AVIRINT LTD

Ukraine

E-Commerce; Social Networking

IOTT INNOVATIONS LTD

AI and Robotics; IoT/IoE and Sensors;
Telecommunication

PROCURENCE SP. Z O.O.

Business and Productivity Services; Cloud

prices and risk across the supply chain (SRM/SLC/SCRM/PPAP/APQP/NPI/NCR/PRM).

FLOW VISION BARTOSZ
MURAWSKI

Big Data and Analytics

UNBIASED

Big Data and Analytics; Social Networking

Unbiased, a search app for data insights and a social platform built using blockchain where users can earn by creating content.

Sweden

MERGEBIT

Big Data and Analytics; Business and

MergeBit Analyzer is a tool for conducting web analytics in your online store, available in SaaS model. Using automatic integration with store platforms you can use characteristics

Poland

Productivity Services; Consumer /

and tips generated by mechanisms of artificial intelligence.

FlowVision MES its comprehensive software for support: - production managers, -business owners, FV control job cards, drawings, machine and human recourses, each production

Poland

process progress, quality problems, breakdowns and improvements .

E-Commerce

HUKUKDEPOSU

Business and Productivity Services; FinTech

HukukDeposu | FIRST AI Law Chatbot in Turkey. New generation tech platform for legal and accounting services.

and Banking and Legal

To have a try: www.hukukdeposu.com

Poland
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AGROMYX

Agriculture; Business and Productivity

AGROMYX is a manufacturer of a wide variety of food products.Specialized in natural healthy sugar free,preservatives free products. Aim to deliver innovative solutions for the

Ghana

Services; Food and Beverages

elimination of postharvest food waste & improve food nutrition security.

Advertising and Marketing; Food and

ShelfWise - image recognition tool providing full analytics about the shelf exposition in real-time. Valuable insights in REAL-TIME in point of sales: planogram compliance, shelf share,

Beverages; Image and Face recognition

facings, out-of-stock and more. Designed for FMCG and OTC/Pharma.

Business and Productivity Services; Consumer

We create an advanced search engine website for finding places in restaurants, clubs and other popular spaces for company and private events. Additionally we run an event agancy

/ E-Commerce; Music and Entertainment

and organize for selected clients their events.

Advertising and Marketing; Consumer /

eComet is software that is based on B2B & B2B eCommerce business model. The software is intended to be an integration of our eCommerce and DropShipping service.

E-Commerce

Integrations allows to customers to increase their sales.

Business and Productivity Services;

Our company project target is to flexible labor market and to induce a stronger flow of employees between industries and Europe countries. This target we would like to achieve by

Recruitment and Jobs; Sharing economy and

developing of IT solution - WebAPI called jobtoperson.com

SHELFWISE

LOKALOWO SP. Z O.O.

ECOMET

ATOMIQ SP. Z O.O.

Poland

Poland

Republic Of Serbia

Poland

Social sharing

OUTLET SPOŻYWCZY

OIRIX LTD

LOCKY SP. Z O.O.

PROSPECTO GROUP

BEE SOCIAL

AIMLY

EAT SAFE

Consumer / E-Commerce; Food and

Food Outlet is an intelligent web-based platform that automates the distribution process of food with a short expiry date and solves the problem of food waste by facilitating it's

Poland

Beverages; Waste Management and Recycling

donation to charitable organizations.

Consumer / E-Commerce; Sharing economy

Olneo.pl social network for travellers and tourists. You will find travel companions here and you can organize a trip of dreams. It is the largest platform in Poland where you can

and Social sharing; Travel

choose a travel companion and support in the organization of travel.

Gadgets and Wearables; IoT/IoE and Sensors;

Locky solve home-security related problems with many innovative features such as immediate check of the status of the door lock, tracking of a lost key, smart notifications. Locky is

Smart Homes/Cities

the first device that converts traditional key to smart key.

Advertising and Marketing; Consumer /

Prospecto develops a web/mobile app, where consumers browse the latest offers of the retailers nearby and connects retailers and brands with a shopping-oriented audience. With

E-Commerce; Media and Communications

a team of 40 people based in Sofia, we have over 7 million users in Europe.

Sharing economy and Social sharing; Social

Bee Social is an online social platform that connects volunteers, commercial companies, non-profit organizations (NPO) to increase collaboration and maximize social impact

Networking

through blockchain technology.

FinTech and Banking and Legal; Health and

Aimly helps people quit smoking through savings. The mobile app allows user to make quick transfers to a savings account every time the user gives up the packet of cigarettes.

MedTech

Then he also receives the special offers as a prize for his achievements.

Consumer / E-Commerce; Food and

Eat Safe brings menu transparency to consumers to make restaurant discovery personal, taking a customer’s dietary requirements into account to find their perfect dish.

United Kingdom

Advertising and Marketing;

BlockMobile introduces the first Blockchain Community Loyalty platform called BlockRewards. We are first targeting under 25 users and Unbanked economies communities in

Poland

Telecommunication

central and eastern Europe for our MVP.

Advertising and Marketing; AI and Robotics;

System do zarządzania marketingiem. Automatyzuje procesy marketingowe, oszczędzając 40%-50% czasu zespołu. Integruje dane dot. budżetu i wyników. Zwiększa efektywność

Media and Communications

budżetu o 10%-15%. Klienci w 12 krajach np. Starbucks, Subaru, MasterCard, Philips.

Poland

Poland

Bulgaria

Belarus

Poland

Beverages; Health and MedTech

BLOCK MOBILE

BRAND ORIENTED

Poland
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CREDSTEP POLAND
SP. Z O.O.

FinTech and Banking and Legal

Credstep Poland Ltd is a provider of modern solutions in the field of e-factoring dedicated to small and medium-sized enterprises, individual entrepreneurs and freelancers. As a

Poland

CHRG NETWORK

Sharing economy and Social sharing

CHRG Network is a global electric vehicle charging platform that connects all charging stations into a single network, enabling owners to share and monetize their charging stations.

Lithuania

WINKPARK

Sharing economy and Social sharing

winkPark is an innovative application which is meant to make drivers’ lives easier. The idea behind the system is to create a community which will be helping one another and jointly

Poland

fintech start-up we are part of the Savelend capital group from Sweden.

ensure that the urban space is friendly and, above all, less crowded.

EVISPINE PIOTR SZYDLIK

AI and Robotics; Health and MedTech

Medical implants.

Poland

EDUC

Education

Educ is a website that allow people taking online course to complete them and have more results thanks to actionnable step by step checklist, weekly coaching and daily follow up.

France

GORISEME LIMITED

Cloud; Consumer / E-Commerce

Global eTrade Platform is GoRiseMe ! Paperless, Easy, Faster and More Transparent Way to do Business around the World. It's B2G Cloud 16 and Cross-Border Business solutions in

Bangladesh

a Single Window. 3 in 1 platform. B2B, B2G & CSR Cloud 16.'

ELECTREE

GreenTech; IoT/IoE and Sensors

Electree sensor system allows to minimize the costs of wildfire fighting and losses resulting from forest degradation thanks to the detection of forest fires at an early stage.

Poland

ICANDO - ŁĄCZĄ NAS
UMIEJĘTNOŚCI

Social Networking

IcanDO is an app allowing people to connect through skills and passions. It tells you what people you know really can and like doing. Unlike what their business card title is. A social

Poland

I4 D.O.O.

Business and Productivity Services; Sharing

Global multisided platform, directly matching creators (inventors), producers and traders based on their interests. Platform enables users to create proof of authorship (certificate)

economy and Social sharing

for their work, and safely trade with their copyrights and services.

Construction and Civil Engineering;

BIM Process, through the e-model.io platform, helps employers to find innovative and talented professionals to cooperate in the development of quality construction projects by

Recruitment and Jobs; Social Networking

using the idea of crowdsourcing.

SOLUTIONS4GA SP.ZO.O.

Energy; GreenTech; Transportation

S4GA manufactures the safest airport lighting system in the World, available for most hostile locations where You can imagine run airport operations.

Poland

AUTOGREEN.PL

Automotive

Electric car M1.

Poland

ITS-MY.MONEY LTD.

Art and Design; Real Estate

its-my.money offers the broad public via an innovative app to invest efficiently in high valuable assets. Anyone can flexibly set individual points of focus and make good profits.

Hong Kong

UVISIO B.V.

Big Data and Analytics; Health and MedTech;

UVisio uses technology to make sun protection and skin care the most effective and personal, for each individual, for each skin condition. Our technology includes a wearable device

Netherlands

IoT/IoE and Sensors

to measure individual UV intake and warn when protection is needed.

AI and Robotics; Gadgets and Wearables;

Medical device company developing rehabilitation systems and helping patients with faster and more efficient recovery after neurological injuries and diseases. Currently selling to

Health and MedTech

clinics, with a vision to bring this technology to patients at home.

Smart Homes/Cities

intelligent applications for intelligent building, equipment for many different mboile and not mobile devices, simplified and low-cost solutions for homes and flats. change in

BIM PROCESS SP. Z O.O.

KINESTICA

SIGNALO

network concentrating purely on skills.
Slovenia

Poland

Slovenia

Poland

philosophy in the design of smart homes.
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K,MOLA

Big Data and Analytics

We model conventional research to analyze consumer lifestyle without any human opreations. Only algorithms analyzing text from social media platforms and web sites, provides

Turkey

results in 3 seconds. Used by companies like Japan Tobacco, IPSOS, Publicis.

GARAGESTORE

SPHYRANEA

Automotive; Consumer / E-Commerce; Sports

GarageStore: online motorcycle vehicles, parts & accessories marketplace which allows any classified to be translated to any language. (platform based 100% on tags). Mission: Make

Poland

and Quantified Self and Recreation

classifieds understandable and accessible to everyone on the planet.

Sharing economy and Social sharing; Smart

To give people an entirely new way of communication by connecting those who are close, yet just beyond reach A decades-old idea reinvented for the 21st century”

Poland

Whirla is an IoT system that allows for communication between the wireless chargers and the smartphones of the users.

Poland

Homes/Cities; Social Networking

WHIRLA

Advertising and Marketing; IoT/IoE and
Sensors; Media and Communications

CIVOCRACY

Big Data and Analytics; Smart Homes/Cities

Civocracy is a civic tech and smart cities platform that connects public entity decision makers with their communities, to better shape society collaboratively.

Poland

BONEFFICE

Energy

BONEFFICE SYSTEM – a real time operations decision support system in coal-fired and cogenerations power plants based on a deterministic model of power unit thermodynamics.

Poland

The system aims at increasing electricity generation efficiency.

MYFITWEB

WESAVVY POLAND

Health and MedTech; Sports and Quantified

We are an marketplace for gym-services, providing flexible pay-as-you-go access and gym passes provide comprehensive corporate wellness programs. Our social wellness platform

Self and Recreation

engages employees enabling online health coaching in nutrition and exercise.

Big Data and Analytics; Health and MedTech

WeSavvy is a digital insurance cloud-based platform which captures and aggregates lifestyle data from consumer platforms, apps, wearables and social media, fine tuning the data

Poland

Poland

and turning it into usable information.

LABFOLDER

IoT/IoE and Sensors

http://www.labfolder.com

Germany

ANGELSENSOR

Automotive; Health and MedTech; IoT/IoE and

We offer the installation of IAQ sensors and a cloud-based data analysis system (NB-IoT) with a system of injection and stabilization of the gas mixture for internal air quality in the

Belarus

Sensors

car to increase driver productivity and reduce accident risks.

Health and MedTech; IoT/IoE and Sensors

HealthPoint is a vending machine that dispenses medication, vitamins, and supplements in medicine cups for immediate use. Connected to a web platform and mobile app, system

DR POKET

Poland

allows customers to have detailed information about all drug precautions.

HABITCOACH

Business and Productivity Services; Education

HabitCoach is a mobile app that turns books into actions, and actions into habits.

Estonia

ASSOCIATED APPS

Geolocation; Real Estate; Smart Homes/Cities

Associated Apps designs and creates mobile applications based on the CSR assumptions. Currently we are working on The Compass - the world first app navigating blind and visually

Poland

impaired people all available places in shopping facilities.

ADAM.AI

Business and Productivity Services

ADAM.ai is the intelligent meeting assistant for every organization team member. Opening up new possibilities of utilizing meetings content.

United States

CODOMO

Education; Gaming

Codomo is an education technology company which designs transformative experiences and products that catalyse 21st-century learning. We develop and deliver programs,

Singapore

platforms and products rooted in Design Innovation.

APP-RAY GMBH

Security and Defense; Telecommunication

App-Ray is a fully automated mobile application security testing tool.

Austria
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5POIMT TOMASZ KOŁODZIEJSKI

Automotive; Energy

AUTOGREEN.pl is committed to the future. That's why we created electric cars. With modern, dynamic electric motors, very efficient and durable batteries and additional power from

Poland

photovoltaic panels.

PROMUSICINSURANCE

Art and Design; Education; Music and

Insurance of musical equipment for musicians. The first product in Poland. Cooperation with a British insurance company. A very simple purchase process. Terms and conditions

Entertainment

regarding all risks in the scope of all risk.

APP-RAY GMBH

Security and Defense; Telecommunication

App-Ray is a fully automated mobile application security testing tool.

Austria

TAIA

AI and Robotics; Language Recognition and

TAIA is bringing translation industry to the 21st century. We utilize technological advancements in every step of the way in order to simplify the process and upgrade existing ways of

Slovenia

Translation

running a translation agency.

CODESENSEI

Business and Productivity Services; Education

https://codesensei.pl - TEACH.FM

Poland

TEAMSTR FANTASY SPORTS

Gaming; Sports and Quantified Self and

Free2play disruptive fantasy sports app that you can play even when there are no real matches happening. We teamed up with the mother company of Angry Birds Epic developers

Germany

Recreation

and Atlético Madrid owner to disrupt fantasy sports and unite fans worldwide.

AI and Robotics; Consumer / E-Commerce;

Dollarro.com is a FinTech startup and a fast, secure, cost-efficient currency exchange platform. It's the only service of its kind that offers cash delivery at home and uses AI.

Poland

Advertising and Marketing; Media and

Onnetwork focuses on making online video market develop and grow. With highly efficient and technologically advanced software to play online video materials combined with

Poland

Communications

innovative business model we break bariers of entering video market.

ZOOMIE

Transportation

Zoomie is e-scooter sharing. We believe that our solution will solve the last mile problem and will reduce using private cars in cities for short distances.

Poland

TEACH.FM

Education; Recruitment and Jobs

teach.fm is a platform that connects teachers with schools worldwide

Russian Federation

LASTBIT

IoT/IoE and Sensors

A family of ultra-secure devices to facilitate the adoption of crypto. With lastbit hardware one can securely store crypto and walk into any store and pay for a purchase at the POS

India

DOLLARRO SP. Z O.O.

Poland

FinTech and Banking and Legal

ONNETWORK GLOBAL SP. Z O.O.

terminal with crypto irrespective of whether the merchant accepts it.

NUMEE

Cloud; FinTech and Banking and Legal;

Numee is your new digital identity, your new self, nu me. Identity service designed not to share everything with everybody, but to protect your personal information and privacy.

Security and Defense

Even if there are a lot of privacy protection solutions, they all focus only on one fragment of the puzzle. Numee is different, it's a complete solution in a form of free to use app. We

Poland

start by redefining the login process. Imagine no email, no password, only 4 letters to type.

IDENFY

FinTech and Banking and Legal; Image and

Identity is an online identity verification company, which helps reducing frauds, makes your business smoother and more profitable.

Lithuania

Accessories and Jewelry; Clothing; Gadgets

napo gloves (est.2014) is an innovative brand combining premium gloves made from genuine leather with innovative technologies like touchscreen compatibility or lost gloves

Poland

and Wearables

tracking.

CleanTech; GreenTech; Nanotechnology

Salt Water Farming's business is turning saltwater into freshwater using natural sunlight. Our in-house developed Solar Still works in all climates, requires no chemicals , and is more

Face recognition

NAPO SP. Z O.O.

SALT WATER FARMING

Poland

affordable and effective than similar products on the market.
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VAAIT

Media and Communications; Sharing economy

VAAIT is a new business that specializes in visual arts and information technologies. Our first focus is a new social VR application.

Poland

EUROLOOP is an e-mobility company developing an autonomous cargo transportation system based on a unique version of Hyperloop technology. The passenger version is

Poland

and Social sharing; Social Networking

EUROLOOP

Automotive; CleanTech; Transportation

reserved for the future after the cargo system is deployed and tested.

INNOGEA SP. Z O.O.

PILOTANGEL

Energy; Nanotechnology; Waste Management

R&D of InnoVAM technology, indicated to the elimination of methane from the stream of mine ventilation gases (VAM Ventilation Air Methane) – a huge, global problem: every hour

Poland

and Recycling

around 550 mln m3 of VAM are extracted from the mine's ventilation shafts.

Big Data and Analytics; Gadgets and

We help prevent accidents by detecting drowsiness and intoxication in real-time via brain waves with a wearable and app.

Lithuania

Wearables; IoT/IoE and Sensors

SUPP.LI KFT.

Consumer / E-Commerce; Food and Beverages

Supp.li directly links European SME food producers with European hotels, restaurants and chefs to allow direct purchase of speciality, unique food products.

Hungary

CALLBEE

Business and Productivity Services;

CallBee uses sharing economy model and innovative technology to connect business seekenig for a workforce to execute various remote actions with army of remote, motivated

Poland

Recruitment and Jobs; Sharing economy and

and cost efficient employees.

Social sharing

1000 REALITIES

OSCAR SENIOR

JUSTIO

Augmented Reality / VR; Gadgets and

We are offering an AR assistant for light, low cost smart glasses, that displays the relevant data to the industrial workers, depending on where they are and what they are looking at.

Wearables; IoT/IoE and Sensors

Such solution increase safety and decrease maintenance costs.

Business and Productivity Services; Health and

Oscar Senior is an app that connects seniors with their family and caretakers. It is very easy to use by anyone due to large buttons, simple operation and it even can be controlled

MedTech; Social Networking

remotely by an assigned administrator. There is a BtC and BtB version.

FinTech and Banking and Legal

Justio is a complex online portal for legal services, where attorneys would be marketing themselves to clients and offering their legal services (incl. predefined standardised services

Poland

Czech Republic

Czech Republic

for fixed prices - being the main source of income for Justio).

AIRENERGY

Agriculture; CleanTech; GreenTech

Dynamic Air Cooling is new and 100% environment friendly air conditioning and refrigeration technology. DAC provides effective industrial and residential air conditioning or

Ukraine

refrigeration without usage of synthetic coolants and thermal emissions.

MAPOTIC

Geolocation; Sharing economy and Social

Mapotic, is developing social network to help communities to grow and fulfil their mission by creating, sharing and communicating valuable content with maps.

Czech Republic

Open parties - decentralized platform based on blockchain technology which will allow for transparent and secure voting within organizations and communities, record important

Ukraine

sharing; Social Networking

OPEN PARTIES

processes within public organizations and political parties.

ACTIJOY

BILLTECH

Consumer Electronics; Gadgets and

Prolonging dogs' lives and reducing veterinary costs thanks to mutually connected devices: Health & Activity Tracker, a set of smart WiFi Food & Water Bowls, and iOS and Android

Wearables; Health and MedTech

App that monitor activity, nutrition, and behavioral changes in one step.

FinTech and Banking and Legal

BillTech is Warsaw-based FinTech, which focuses on smoothing experience of recurring payments. We provide an app / software on white-label basis to banks & telecoms.

Czech Republic

Poland
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EXIMAP

Automotive; Big Data and Analytics; Cloud

Eximap is leading the way to flexible car ownership across Europe. Eximap’s Car-as-a-Service (CaaS) solution platform enables flexible short term leasing services for car fleet

Finland

operators and dealers.

INPLANNER

Advertising and Marketing; Augmented Reality

InPlanner company offers a Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality applications, 360 videos and 3D animations in HTC Vive/Oculus Rift/Cardboard/Samsung Gear VR/360 web site

/ VR; Real Estate

technology.

Consumer / E-Commerce; FinTech and

Priceff is a Finnish Pricing-as- a-Service growth company. By measuring real time demand and optimizing pricing accordingly through autodynamic pricing algorithm, Priceff boosts

Banking and Legal; Real Estate

pricing efficiency of various service business category leaders in EU!

MIRNOVA REVOLUTION
VENTURES

AI and Robotics; Augmented Reality / VR; Big

1. EcoVita products and services for Smart Farming, Energy & Environmental Management 2. A unique new product serving multiple markets including VR, AR, MR, with an engine for

Data and Analytics

application into industry uses. More: http://mrev.mirnova.org

ABYSS GLASS GROUP

Advertising and Marketing; Clothing; Music

Abyss Glass manufactures and distributes Interactive mirrors in Poland and abroad. The company was created in 2015 and since then has realized dozens of implementations in

and Entertainment

various business sectors.

Health and MedTech; Language Recognition

Better lifequality for hearing impaired. App what gives them possibility to access work, travel, leisure, health, government sector ... and vice versa. Look our video in Sign Lingua

and Translation; Media and Communications;

Youtube channel: https://youtu.be/lQKubfJnXXg

PRICEFF LTD.

SIGN LINGUA

Poland

Finland

United States

Poland

Estonia

Recruitment and Jobs; Travel

ERLY

Consumer Electronics; IoT/IoE and Sensors;

Erly allows you to rent and return the powerbank throughout the city using the application for a certain period of time for a fee.

Poland

We create a bridge between foundations and e-commerce. The main goal is to revolutionize global e-commerce using CSR idea as a marketing and sales tool.

Poland

Hieroglifs provides a full range of translation services to companies worldwide. With access to a database of over 2.000 language experts, we are able to provide individualized

Romania

Sharing economy and Social sharing

JAKPOMOGE.PL

Consumer / E-Commerce; Sharing economy
and Social sharing; Social Networking

HIEROGLIFS TRANSLATION

Language Recognition and Translation

language services into more than 150 language combinations.

VADMAX

ID. CONFERENCE

SKY BOX SP. Z O.O.

CleanTech; Construction and Civil Engineering;

We want to build a new prototype and then make a production of the new generation of electrobike kit. To reach this goal plan to create a new generation of electrobike kit which

Transportation

will installed on each bike and software to control electrobike systems.

Big Data and Analytics; Cloud; IoT/IoE and

ID.Conference is focused in conferences, initially targeting regulated events,which are attended by medical experts, law professionals, etc. We offer event platform and different

Sensors

tracking tools,where specialty is UHF RFID tower for seamless tracking.

Advertising and Marketing; Business and

BookingVisit is a first 2 in 1 website widget with calendar online - a booking system and live chat - business communicator dedicated to service providers that increases the

Productivity Services; FinTech and Banking

involvement of users visiting their websites.

Poland

Slovenia

Poland

and Legal

DEALLINK JSC

Advertising and Marketing; Business and

DealLink is an online B2B commercial tender platform for Baltic and Nordic markets. System is based on an artificial intelligence, that's why publishing purchase through DealLink,

Productivity Services

gives buyers a reach of 90% of suppliers from Baltic and Nordic.

Lithuania
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PASSENGER RIGHTS S.A.

Transportation; Travel

The Delayfix team supports passengers affected as a result

Poland

delayed or canceled flights.

HIDONE

Consumer / E-Commerce; Recruitment and

HiDone is the smartest marketplace for neighborly services. With just few taps on phone user can order professionals from their local area to help them with a lot of service

Jobs

categories. It is also great tool for workers - easy rules, fast payments.

Advertising and Marketing; Health and

Medidesk is a web application for reception desks, managers and marketers of healthcare facilities (hospitals, medical clinics, etc). With built-in VOIP tech, it helps to manage

MedTech; Telecommunication

incoming patients' calls + optimize marketing activities = more revenue.

BANKINGUNITES

FinTech and Banking and Legal

Permissioned blockchain ecosystem where National Banks and regulators use one common fact of KYC per every John Doe.

Poland

BOOMY

Consumer / E-Commerce

Boomy.pl is a brand and e-commerce that offers pre-packed maternity bags that every pregnant woman needs when going to a hospital. Attached is a specially designed Boomy bag

Poland

MEDIDESK

Poland

Poland

(it is capacious but may be folded into a small package, it can be washed).

FAIR BAZAR

Consumer / E-Commerce; Food and Beverages

We develop Food Quality Monitoring and Assurance Program based on independent raw materials and products testing and supported by blockchain technology, to bring to the

Poland

market product info transparency, and traceability from field to fork.

YESTEM

Art and Design; Education

Yestem is a place where art meets development. We are artists and trainers, who project solutions for business, NGO's and for people. Through art, we can teach, educate and

Poland

provide employees with skills that can improve the client's business.

ON DEMAND SP. Z O. O.

Consumer / E-Commerce; Food and

Szopi.pl allows customers to shop on-line for groceries at largest Polish discount and supermarket chains. Our contractors (shoppers) receive orders in app, buy the products locally

Beverages; Sharing economy and Social

in stores and deliver same day in selected time window.

Poland

sharing

DIETOMATIC

Business and Productivity Services; Consumer

Dietomatic is an online platform for connecting customers and catering companies offering boxed diets. We offer cooperation tool enable to search and order a personalized diet

Poland

/ E-Commerce; Food and Beverages

catering.

STREETNESS SP. Z O. O.

Clothing; Consumer / E-Commerce

Marketplace with polish streetwear brands. 42 brands and over 1500 products. The idea is to create the biggest marketplace in Europe with independent streetwear brands.

Poland

SIMPORTER

Advertising and Marketing; Big Data and

http://www.simporter.com

United States

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics; Health

HealthCode's AI physician helps reduce physicians' workload. Our machine learning platform performs symptom collection from patients and provides the physician with detailed

Estonia

and MedTech

disease overview & diagnosis before the patient enters the office.

Business and Productivity Services

Well.hr is helping to build better workplaces while supporting local business. A wellbeing platform helping small business offering wellbeing services to reach and partner with

Analytics; Consumer / E-Commerce

HEALTHCODE AI OÜ

WELL.HR

Poland

employers willing to create inclusive and supportive workplaces.

HEALTHBOOK OÜ

Health and MedTech

web based, physician controlled, personal health prevention plan based on individual risks & national health plan. Significant decrease in physician workload, empowering patient to

Estonia

take over more responsibility for his health
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ECOBEAN

Energy; GreenTech; Waste Management and

Ecobean is a solution for coffee waste (spend coffee grounds) management. The project has a huge influence on CSR side in coffee business, it focuses on engaging customers and

Poland

Recycling

increasing their environmental awareness, providing a lot of green energy.

Cloud; Image and Face recognition; Sports and

Place to store and share dozens of sports photos, in full resolution, logically catalogued and marked with numbers so that participants in the sporting events could easly find

Quantified Self and Recreation

themselves on them and download chosen ones in the blink of an eye.

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics;

FinSafe is software providing additional information to make credit and sales decisions for banks and companies loan. We have a ready product for the Polish and Australian market.

Poland

First university spin-out, which does 3d printing and x-ray microtomography services. As own R&D activities we develol medical devices with patent protection and global potential.

Poland

Advertising and Marketing; Recruitment and

We want to invest in people, equal opportunities and wealth. We are finalizing an all-in-one innovative and intelligent technology to meet, associate, share and strengthen the skilful

Netherlands

Jobs; Social Networking

globally. What started as a family idea now is international.

IoT/IoE and Sensors

P2P bitcoin mercantile trading platform. Non deliverable futures contract will be put on secondary market tickets prices for selected sporting events. It will allow taking short and

FITFOT SP. Z O.O.

FINSAFE

Poland

FinTech and Banking and Legal

N-LAB

3D Printing; AI and Robotics; Health and
MedTech

DOUBLE UNIQ B.V.

TRADE-IMPACT

Seychelles

long positions on the future value of the ticket.

SMARTBERRIES

BNESIS

Agriculture; Food and Beverages; Health and

We give the organic fruit processing companies a mobile tool to check the quality (amount of polyphenols) of the fruits and fruit products. Squeeze the berry, put a drop of juice and

MedTech

reagent to the test paper and interpret result with mobile app.

Big Data and Analytics; Business and

bNesis is the API-based hub which combines multiple external, non-traditional sources of data and co-created with PwC scoring and propensity engine and models (Gini coefficient

Productivity Services; FinTech and Banking

is higher up to 5-40pp) to get the most value out of the data.

Poland

Poland

and Legal

IMBUELIGHT

FIBRATECH SP. Z O.O.

Consumer Electronics; Food and Beverages;

Imbue Light it's a LED lighting system, with based on the world's first Magic and const LED controller with wireless accessories and many music mode. You can fully control it thanks

Poland

IoT/IoE and Sensors

to the wireless accessories and the Android/IOS application.

Advanced Materials; Automotive;

Hybrid, composite-metallic automotive wheel made of dedicated textiles. 15% lighter and 30% stiffer than forged aluminium wheels.

Poland

Business and Productivity Services; Education;

AnyMind is an online pay-per-second videoconsultations tool that works on any device, supporting video, audio & multimedia chat. We start with a widget that can be easily installed

Poland

Telecommunication

on any website and then a platform with semantic, ML-powered search.

Geolocation; Transportation

Hublock is a platform enabling effortless global real-time communication between all participants of logistical processes. We employ the principles of sharing economy and offer a

Transportation

ANYMIND

HUBLOCK.IO

Estonia

new level of delivery monitoring to delivery companies, couriers, sende.

HONARO

THULIUM

Advertising and Marketing; Consumer /

Honaro is distributed marketplace which sells services typically offered by local companies. Honaro publishes and manages offer of such companies in multiple selling channels like

E-Commerce; FinTech and Banking and Legal

facebook, pinterest, eBay, Amazon, etc.

Consumer / E-Commerce; Telecommunication

Thulium is the only tool you need to support your customers quickly and efficiently.

Poland

Poland
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ULAN SYSTEMS WOJCIECH
ANDRUSZKÓW

Advertising and Marketing; AI and Robotics;

BOWWE is intelligent growth platform for small&medium-size enterprises Artificial Intelligence makes BOWWE an additional employee of the company who advises and conducts

Poland

Consumer / E-Commerce

activities in area of acquiring, maintaining & building customer loyalty 24h/day.

WUNDA SMART

Energy; IoT/IoE and Sensors

Here at Wunda, we understand the importance of a warm, healthy home and believe by using modern thinking and technology, we can help people achieve more comfortable life.

Poland

We strive to create the best smart control systems for both new and older homes.

WEARFITS®

MARIE ZÉLIE

Augmented Reality / VR; Clothing; Consumer /

3D & AR Fitting Room for e-commerce - Photorealistic clothing visualisations and animation on customer silhouettes. Our technology, unlike virtual mirrors for retail stores, is

E-Commerce

designed for websites and AR-enhanced mobile apps and it works online.

Clothing

Femininity expressed through clothing that each and every one of our customers can discover: whether they are fond of formal elegance or casual styles. And all that accompanied

Poland

Poland

by top quality: natural fabrics, fitted shape and perfect finish.

ADVANCED UVC TECHNOLOGIES
OY

Health and MedTech

INNOMESH SP. Z O.O.

Consumer Electronics; IoT/IoE and Sensors;

Erly is a service that allows you to borrow and return the powerbank from any location in the city using the app. It combines consumers who want to charge a smartphone with

Sharing economy and Social sharing

partners providing their locations for Erly charging stations.

Business and Productivity Services; Health and

We are subsidiary of a market leader in pharmaceuticals distribution in Poland. Our goal is to build Digital Hospital solutions in the area of e-patient to make stay in hospital hussle

MedTech

free and efficient. HOSPIDO is our first project.

Recruitment and Jobs; Social Networking

InkSearch.co is a marketplace for tattoo studios, artists, and ink lovers. We simplify and speed up the booking process. InkSearch is a friendly place where clients can look for their

LIDEO

INKSEARCH

Our patented tech. combines modern UVC LED technology with fiber-optical technology in a small hand held apparatus. With the apparatus we reduce healing times of wounds by

Finland

up 70% and cutting treatment cost by more than 50%.
Poland

Poland

Poland

favorite artists, useful information, and inspiration. They can book sessions, recommend, or get ideas for their tattoos within one comprehensive platform. For an artist, though, it is
a place to promote, meet clients, be employed by new parlors, travel, and tattoo around the world. All that thanks to a smart, intuitive and user-friendly software created by people
crazy about inks.

ADSHARES

Advertising and Marketing

http://adshares.net

Poland

GAUS

Business and Productivity Services;

ONE platform for ALL junior developers.

Republic Of Moldova

Unique covers for files enable to keep the in order but also adding decorative values.

Poland

We are creating app that uses AI to create outfits with clothes from your wardrobe and recomends what can you buy to create great looking outfit.

Poland

Consumer / E-Commerce; FinTech and

DIGIFTED - platform to boost sales of gift cards, by letting customers purchase digital gift cards straight on Partners's website widget. DIGIFTED will take care of distributing

Poland

Banking and Legal

Partners's gift cards in variety of channels: catalogue of gift cards.

Education

Pomelody is an early child development app, leveraging music to develop young child’s abilities and strengthen family bonds. With hours of high quality music, animations and

Recruitment and Jobs

BIZNESPLUSMK

Art and Design; Business and Productivity
Services; Furniture

T-OUT

AI and Robotics; Clothing; Consumer /
E-Commerce

DIGIFTED

POMELODY

Poland

guided videos, it is a comprehensive resource for parents.
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LUNCHBOX+

Consumer Electronics; Food and Beverages;

Lunchbox+ on hand is a the device capable of heating meals in the appropriate format, any-time, anywhere at your total convenience, keeping meals hot and without the use of

Poland

IoT/IoE and Sensors

electricity for the heating process but with use of exothermic reaction.

AI and Robotics; Sharing economy and Social

Optimali is the AI platform for a data-driven optimisation of vehicle sharing services. We are developing and applying the state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms to forecast the

sharing; Transportation

mobility demand and solve a complex optimization problem.

Automotive; IoT/IoE and Sensors;

DANDELION, will give you control over the transported goods. The system of sensors and Internet software we have developed, measures and provides real-time information on

Transportation

what conditions your load is transported.

Advertising and Marketing; Augmented Reality

Runvido has developed a mobile app to help business customers communicate with their audience using AR technology -> http://bit.ly/2wul1el

Poland

3D Printing; AI and Robotics; Security and

PIAP-ScienTech Sp. z o. o. - main goal is to commercialize and disseminate the results of research carried out at the PIAP Institute in Warsaw. Activities related to robotics, defense,

Poland

Defense

automation.

Advertising and Marketing; Media and

Next generation, disruptive mobile marketing.

Luxembourg

advocado is the leading platform for fast, easy and affordable legal advice. We provide appropriate lawyers for every legal problem to a transparent fixed price – regardless of time

Germany

OPTIMALI SP. Z O.O.

DANDELION

RUNVIDO

Poland

Poland

/ VR; Cloud

PIAP-SCIENTECH

EVOLWAY MEDIA

Communications; Telecommunication

ADVOCADO GMBH

FinTech and Banking and Legal

and place.

CODILITY

Recruitment and Jobs

The Codility platform helps tech recruiters and hiring managers to engage, recruit, and train stronger engineers, faster.

Poland

EDROP

GreenTech; IoT/IoE and Sensors; Smart

eDrop is a plug and play solution for detailed and real time water usage monitoring to trigger changes in water usage habits.

Poland

Netherlands

Homes/Cities

BRIGHT CAPE - SMART INDUSTRY
4.0 ASSISTA

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics; IoT/

Smart Industry 4.0 Assistant provides AI services to help you reach Industry 4.0. Whether it is to show what happened, analyze how to improve or to optimize - Machine Learning is

IoE and Sensors

used to improve your production process top- and bottom-line.

HEAFTYHEAD

Music and Entertainment

The app that I'm working on is about organizing Youtube videos into shows/series and categories(I.e. podcasts, cooking shows) instead of channels. It makes the experience of

Poland

consuming content closer to the experience on podcast apps or Netflix.

OCTONIUS INC

Cloud; Social Networking

Octonius is the digital workplace for the future of work. Octonius aims to help companies organize and sustain work in an ever-changing environment.

United States

NANO-TECH PLASTICS

Nanotechnology; Sports and Quantified Self

Nano-Tech Plastics is a company created from a passion to skating. With applied engineering knowledge and usage of nanotechnology, NTP is presenting innovational approach of

Poland

and Recreation

creating skateboard and rollerblades wheels.

Health and MedTech; Life Sciences

Biolumo company mixed biotechnology, software, and hardware to create the point-of-care medical device that will quickly allow General Practitioners to determine the most

BIOLUMO SP. Z O.O.

Poland

effective antibiotics for every patient.

0PER

FinTech and Banking and Legal

0per is a credit outsourcing partner that unburdens banks and credit providers by outsourcing their processes end-to-end in a digital-first way. 0per will offer services focusing on

Belgium

Loan Origination, Loan Servicing and Loan Collections processes.
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DJINN SENSOR

Big Data and Analytics; IoT/IoE and Sensors;

Environmental monitoring of the workplace in order to improve safety andperformance. Integrated sensor and data processing system.

Belarus

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics;

Digital Fingerprints provides continuous authentication based on behavioural biometrics. We solve the problem of gatekeeper with privacy in mind. Our solution is contextless,

Poland

Security and Defense

based on Artificial Intelligence and swift in response.

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics;

Brainhint - Robotic Proces Automation & Artificial Intelligence solutions (proces and decision automation, process architecture).

Poland

Smart Homes/Cities

DIGITAL FINGERPRINTS

BRAINHINT

Business and Productivity Services

OCYAN

Big Data and Analytics

Ocyan is a Cloud platform for blockchain applications. We provide all the necessary infrastructure, analytics & tools to develop private & public blockchain networks & Apps.

United Kingdom

WEALTHARC

FinTech and Banking and Legal

WealthArc is a B2B/B2B2C SaaS platform designed for independent wealth management companies. Our solution leverages the latest technologies to enhance client experience,

Switzerland

increase efficiency and win new clients.

MOTORRO SP Z O.O.

Automotive

Motorro - B2B marketplace for automotive aftermarket.

Poland

3DKREATOR

3D Printing; Construction and Civil

We develop hardware and software solutions for 3D printing industry.

Poland

We would like to present a state of the art Artificial Intelligence "brain" which is able to understand at a human level, and it is intended to be used in the next generation of bots, in

Poland

Engineering; Health and MedTech

DSPOT SP. Z O.O.

AI and Robotics; Big Data and Analytics

order to help in any area of human productivity.

SRM

BLUE BIRD ERGONOMICS

AI and Robotics; Media and Communications;

The software which helps manage organizational and projects environment. Data is collected from various sources and presented on the map giving a big picture of all stakeholders

Social Networking

influencing the success or failure of a company.

Furniture

Blue Bird Hybrid Chair is a world’s first hybrid office chair, first real solution to back problems. This chair transforms between two positions classic position and wide angle - fully

Poland

Poland

ergonomic position.

GAMESCATAPULT

Gaming

Digital Games Distribution Platform based on blockchain.

Poland

VIVADRIVE

Automotive; Big Data and Analytics;

VivaDrive is a AI-driven platform for car companies (fleets, insurers) that helps to build effective loyalty and improvement programs for car and truck drivers. That way VivaDrive

Poland

Transportation

helps companies improve fleet KPIs (fuel, claims, driver retention).

Health and MedTech; Life Sciences

MedTech company offering solutions in the field of neuroscience. We specialise in the development of innovative solutions in the field of therapy, diagnostics, and scientific research

NEURO DEVICE GROUP S.A.

Poland

of the brain and the central nervous system.

EKOFACHOWCY SP. Z O.O.

Business and Productivity Services; Consumer

A platform solving distributed energy market problems. Our platform offers all green tech solutions in one place (solar, infrared, heat pumps, storage, passive housing, etc.).

Poland

Big Data and Analytics; Energy; IoT/IoE and

We are providing energy operators with new digital products enabling up-selling and cross-selling activities. Our system enables automatic detection of electricity receivers,

Poland

Sensors

measurement of electricity consumption and profiling customer groups.

/ E-Commerce; Energy

S-LABS SP. Z O.O.
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SOTRENDER

Advertising and Marketing; Big Data and

Social media analytics with AI.

Poland

AI and Robotics; Education; Recruitment and

UNIVERSALITY is the first product in ed-tech, that directly connects academic world with business. It helps IT companies find talented workers at universities, and helps students

Poland

Jobs

develop their career in promising directions.

Advertising and Marketing; Business and

DIZPLY is a simpler way to manage mass production of banner campaigns. Tool for advertising agencies, production houses and freelancers. You will release the refined project

Productivity Services

faster saving your time, team and client. No chaos :)

BITWALA

FinTech and Banking and Legal

Banking experience that merges the crypto and fiat worlds.

Germany

INSTANT FACTORING

AI and Robotics; FinTech and Banking and

Instant Factoring is a fintech factoring platform providing liquidity to small entrepreneurs in maximum 24h, powered by robo-underwriting, transactions transparency using the

Romania

Legal

blockchain, and developing machine learning based credit risk algorithms.

Health and MedTech

Start-up specialized in THERMOTHERAPY & BREATHING THERAPY and specialized WELLNESS CENTERS using the methods of both. Wanted INVESTORS really interested in investment

Analytics

UNIVERSALITY

DIZPLY

TTO INTERNATIONAL

Poland

Poland

in one of specialized wellness centers. Investment project ready to implement !

PLUM RESEARCH S.A.

KIDOS

Big Data and Analytics; Music and

Plum Research is an online research company providing high volume specialized research panels for the entertainment industry. Plum is the only provider for global Netflix

Entertainment

audience measurement.

Consumer / E-Commerce; Education

Kidos is an online platform that allows parents to search and book the best kids and families' activities in major cities. We aggregate a full scope of kids activities from selected

Poland

Poland

partners including art classes, indoor playspaces, museums an zoos

SPACE S.R.O.

Augmented Reality / VR

http://www.vrspace.cz

Czech Republic
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DO YOU WANT TO FIND SUITABLE INVESTMENTS AND MAXIMIZE YOUR
DEAL FLOW THANKS TO MEETING TOP TECH STARTUPS?
Join Wolves Summit, the highest-quality networking conference dedicated to innovation in technology. We provide favourable conditions for creating relevant business relations between startups, investors,
corporates and executives. Our special matchmaking tool helps the participants schedule valuable, well-matched 1:1 meetings, ensuring time-efficiency and maximum relevance of the event and offering the best
value for money.
In just two days of Wolves Summit, you will have a chance to schedule +60 well-matched 1:1 meetings with:
• Meet selected top tech startups at various stages of development, representing 9 major
industries from +60 countries
• Grow your international network and increase your brand’s visibility

9TH EDITION

STARTUPS

SCALE-UPS

INVESTORS

CORPORATES
&
EXECUTIVES

ATTENDEES

450

100

300

450

2 500

• Listen to the best startup pitches during the Great Pitch Contest. Among the most
successful startups that have previously taken part in the contest you can find the Naga
Group and Sceenic.
• Gain detailed startup information a few weeks before the conference
Some of the Corporations that attend our events: Orange, T-Mobile, Visa, PGNiG, PKO BP, 3M,
P&G, Orlen, Alior, PwC, Betacom, Lingaro, Cisco, PGE, Salesforce, Microsoft, Bayer, Adamed

USE THE LEVERAGE OF WELL-MATCHED
1:1 MEETINGS! SO FAR WE HAVE ORGANIZED:

9TH EDITION

 19-20 MARCH 2019

21 967
 WARSAW



MEETINGS WITH THE SATISFACTION LEVEL OF 92% REACHEDDURING THE 8TH EDITION.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
REGARDING WOLVES SUMMIT,
DO NOT HESITATE TO
CONTACT US:

Dominika Liecau
d.liecau@wolvessummit.com
+44 7762 28 2697

